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Time-delay, uncertainty and input constraint are widespread in various systems. They 
can influence the performance especially the stability of a system, thus need paying close 
attention when designing a controller. On the other hand, it is often required that a control 
system have a logical transient process, a high-precision steady-state response and the 
property of strong robustness against the external disturbance. Therefore, aiming at a class 
of linear uncertain time-delay systems with input constraint, the study on the control 
synthesis under the compounded consideration of a better transient and steady 
performance and stronger robustness has a great significance in both theory and 
application. 
The main contents of this thesis include the following two aspects: 
First, sufficient conditions to guarantee the mixed stabilization of the linear uncertain 
time-delay system are given. The mixed stabilization problem is converted into the 
feasibility problem of some linear matrix inequalities (LMIs). The effectiveness of the 
proposed control strategy is demonstrated through the numerical simulation of an 
unmanned aerial vehicle. 
Second, considering a linear uncertain time-delay system with an input constraint and 
an external disturbance, an H
∞
 controller based on mixed stability is presented so that 
the closed-loop system is internally mixed-stable and the 2L -gain from the external 
disturbance to the controlled output is no greater than a given constant γ . Also the 
H
∞
control problem based on mixed stability is solved through the feasibility problem of 
some LMIs.  
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1( , , )ndiag a a           由元素 1, , na a 构成的对角阵 
nx R∈                  n维实向量空间的向量 
x A∈                   元素 x属于集合 A  
m nR ×                    nm× 实矩阵空间 
n mA R ×∈                 A为 n m× 维的实矩阵 
ix                       向量 x的第 i个元素 
iA                       矩阵 A的第 i行 
TT Ax ,                  向量 x或矩阵 A的转置 
1X −                     矩阵 X 的逆  
I                       适合维数的单位矩阵 
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